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Learn from the mistakes of others and avoid legal problems in your school district. Attend this year’s Special Education Law Conference on August 8-9 in the Ogden Eccles Conference Center.

A Post Session takes place on August 10, focusing on engaging challenging conversations.

This annual conference is designed for administrators, educators, service providers, parents, families, and others responsible for the implementation of IDEA 2004 and the accompanying regulations.

A description of the conference and a draft agenda are available on the Technical Assistance for Excellence in Special Education website.

Here are some planned topics: The year 2011 in review, special education eligibility, English language learners, autism, response to intervention, post-high transition, service animals, individual education plans, medical needs, assistive technology and much more.

Registration information is available on the TAESE website.

TAESE is the Center for Persons with Disabilities’ Technical Assistance Division.